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Short Description

Product Details:
The Level 10 concept allows gamers to experience the power of their high-end computers through the design itself. In order to achieve this, iconic
design is combined with optimum functionality and innovative details.
The inspiration for this approach the design team took right from the computer worlds themselves  expressiveness, virtual townscapes and
futuristic game components served as orientation for the arrangement and the display of individuality. These appear within the overall design in
the form of an open modular and conﬁgurable structure that visually appeals to users, oﬀering them additional functional as well as pleasurable
beneﬁts.

Design concept
The concept is inspired by the attention of gamers to expensive, top performance professional gaming mouse and their exquisite taste and
appreciation for Level 10 aesthetics.
By transferring the previous design success of the Level 10 chassis onto gaming peripheral, Level 10 M Gaming Mouse is the ﬁrst Level 10
gaming peripheral product aiming to extend the Level 10 experience to directly interact with the users. Its emotional design strongly enhances
the overall gaming excitement, and that design serves as the agent between gamer and the game, functions as the experience itself.

Designing for the Best: BMW Group subsidiary DesignworksUSA and the Level 10 M Mouse
For the Level 10 project Thermaltake wanted a design partner which stands for innovative thinking and revolutionary approaches in design. Right
from the beginning therefore, DesignworksUSA has been the design partner for the Level 10 project. The global design consultancy has skillfully
extended the Level 10 design concept and translated it to a vital gaming accessory: the Level 10 M Mouse.
Working in various industries, the design team is able to transfer visions and inspiration between many projects and has successfully
demonstrated this ability in the latest Tt eSPORTS product design. With the Level 10 M Mouse Thermaltake presents a product which was inspired
by the leading future thinkers. The collaboration between Thermaltake Group and BMW Group subsidiary DesignworksUSA will be continued and
with an extended e-Sports product range it will keep its focus on serving the high demands of our customers.
Air-Through Ventilation
This ventilation solution strengthens the possibility of a better air and temperature exchange as a means of passive ventilation. Through the
perforated surface, issues such as heavy use of the Level 10 M Mouse and the rise of temperatures of the hand are signiﬁcantly reduced.
3D Steering
Level 10 M Mouse is designed with open structure in between top and base segments, and the space in between the mouse also serves to adjust
the height and angle via steering axis, greatly enhance user comfort and convenience as well.
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Intelligent Software
Level 10 M Mouse is a programmable gaming mouse capable of using the most comprehensive software application to customize settings based
on gamer's needs. Speciﬁcally, the Z key can be programed to switch up to 5 gaming proﬁles. Other features such as the polling rate and the 7
lighting-eﬀect colors are also customizable through software, making Level 10 M Mouse a truly amazing mouse for pro-gaming and creative
needs.
Dynamic Color Range
Up to 7 colors to choose from, the Level 10 M Mouse allows gamers to build up personal gaming atmosphere. Notably, a breathing Battle Dragon
can be found underneath the perforated surface!
Aluminum Base
Aluminum base is one of the toughest chemical materials with character of high resistance to corrosion, and commonly used in aerospace
industry and architectural purpose. Level 10 M Mouse is designed with solid aluminum material to ensure both durability and tenaciousness are
constantly experienced by the users over Level 10 M Mouse's quality and long-lasting durable experience.
Laser Sensor
Level 10 M Mouse is equipped with 8200 DPI, adjustable from 800, 1600, 3200 to 5000 (default setting), and customizable by software application
up to 8200 DPI. With the LED indication on top of the mouse, gamer is constantly and visually informed with the current DPI status, and to make
change wherever necessary.
Speciﬁcations:

Color

Diamond Black
Iron White
Military Green
Blazing Red

DPI

8200

Sensor Type

Laser

No. of Buttons

7

Game Genre
Memory Size

3

No. of Macro Keys

11

No. of Game Profiles

5

Lighting Effect

Yes

Pause-Break Effect

Yes

Color Options

7

USB cable length

1.8m

Weight-In Design

No

Graphical UI

Yes

Industrial Rubber-Coating

Yes

Weight

185g

Gold-Platted USB

Yes

Dimension

147 x 67.5 x 38.8 mm
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Description

Product Details:
The Level 10 concept allows gamers to experience the power of their high-end computers through the design itself. In order to achieve this, iconic
design is combined with optimum functionality and innovative details.
The inspiration for this approach the design team took right from the computer worlds themselves  expressiveness, virtual townscapes and
futuristic game components served as orientation for the arrangement and the display of individuality. These appear within the overall design in
the form of an open modular and conﬁgurable structure that visually appeals to users, oﬀering them additional functional as well as pleasurable
beneﬁts.

Design concept
The concept is inspired by the attention of gamers to expensive, top performance professional gaming mouse and their exquisite taste and
appreciation for Level 10 aesthetics.
By transferring the previous design success of the Level 10 chassis onto gaming peripheral, Level 10 M Gaming Mouse is the ﬁrst Level 10
gaming peripheral product aiming to extend the Level 10 experience to directly interact with the users. Its emotional design strongly enhances
the overall gaming excitement, and that design serves as the agent between gamer and the game, functions as the experience itself.

Designing for the Best: BMW Group subsidiary DesignworksUSA and the Level 10 M Mouse
For the Level 10 project Thermaltake wanted a design partner which stands for innovative thinking and revolutionary approaches in design. Right
from the beginning therefore, DesignworksUSA has been the design partner for the Level 10 project. The global design consultancy has skillfully
extended the Level 10 design concept and translated it to a vital gaming accessory: the Level 10 M Mouse.
Working in various industries, the design team is able to transfer visions and inspiration between many projects and has successfully
demonstrated this ability in the latest Tt eSPORTS product design. With the Level 10 M Mouse Thermaltake presents a product which was inspired
by the leading future thinkers. The collaboration between Thermaltake Group and BMW Group subsidiary DesignworksUSA will be continued and
with an extended e-Sports product range it will keep its focus on serving the high demands of our customers.
Air-Through Ventilation
This ventilation solution strengthens the possibility of a better air and temperature exchange as a means of passive ventilation. Through the
perforated surface, issues such as heavy use of the Level 10 M Mouse and the rise of temperatures of the hand are signiﬁcantly reduced.
3D Steering
Level 10 M Mouse is designed with open structure in between top and base segments, and the space in between the mouse also serves to adjust
the height and angle via steering axis, greatly enhance user comfort and convenience as well.
Intelligent Software
Level 10 M Mouse is a programmable gaming mouse capable of using the most comprehensive software application to customize settings based
on gamer's needs. Speciﬁcally, the Z key can be programed to switch up to 5 gaming proﬁles. Other features such as the polling rate and the 7
lighting-eﬀect colors are also customizable through software, making Level 10 M Mouse a truly amazing mouse for pro-gaming and creative
needs.
Dynamic Color Range
Up to 7 colors to choose from, the Level 10 M Mouse allows gamers to build up personal gaming atmosphere. Notably, a breathing Battle Dragon
can be found underneath the perforated surface!
Aluminum Base
Aluminum base is one of the toughest chemical materials with character of high resistance to corrosion, and commonly used in aerospace
industry and architectural purpose. Level 10 M Mouse is designed with solid aluminum material to ensure both durability and tenaciousness are
constantly experienced by the users over Level 10 M Mouse's quality and long-lasting durable experience.
Laser Sensor
Level 10 M Mouse is equipped with 8200 DPI, adjustable from 800, 1600, 3200 to 5000 (default setting), and customizable by software application
up to 8200 DPI. With the LED indication on top of the mouse, gamer is constantly and visually informed with the current DPI status, and to make
change wherever necessary.
Speciﬁcations:
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Color

Diamond Black
Iron White
Military Green
Blazing Red

DPI

8200

Sensor Type

Laser

No. of Buttons

7

Game Genre
Memory Size
No. of Macro Keys

11

No. of Game Profiles

5

Lighting Effect

Yes

Pause-Break Effect

Yes

Color Options

7

USB cable length

1.8m

Weight-In Design

No

Graphical UI

Yes

Industrial Rubber-Coating

Yes

Weight

185g

Gold-Platted USB

Yes

Dimension

147 x 67.5 x 38.8 mm

Additional Information
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SKU

MOLTM009DTL

Weight

2.0000

Color

Red

Connection Type

USB

Mouse DPI

8200
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